Abstract-Bayza is a dialect spoken in the southwest of Iran in Fars province. This paper examines phonetic peculiarities, morphological system and vocabulary of this dialect. The dialect of Bayza has not yet been studied and described by either Iranians or non-Iranians researchers. Bayza is a region in Fars province and is located 50 kilometers northwest of Shiraz. This region is considered as one of the most ancient centers of Iran. Its Elamite-Achaemenian name is Anzan or Anshan. During Sassanid period, it was called "Darespid" and later on it was changed to Bayza by Arabs. Bayza is a fertile region with a mild and pleasant climate. Its population is around 45000, and the main job of its people is farming and animal husbandry. The Bayza dialect is among the dialects associated with the southwest Persian languages. In this paper, Bayza dialect is studied at the level of phonemics, phonetics, morphology and vocabulary.
vowels
The Bayzai dialect, like Standard Farsi, has 3 short vowels o, e, a, and 3 long vowels i, u and a. It has also 4 diphthongs ey, ow, āy and oy. The mentioned cases can be considered as diphthongs only from the phonetic, but not phonemic aspect because actually each of them consists of one simple vowel and one of the semi-vowels "w , y". In Bayzai dialect, in respect of syllable structure of the words, some phonetic changes could be observed in some separate cases. This change is: the conversion or omission of one consonant in the paired consonants in the middle and at the end of the words:
1. consonant "t" in group "s"  xassa /khaesə/ < xaste /khaestə/ tired ossā /ssa/ < ostād /stad/ master dāsun /dasn/ < dāstān /dastan/ story rās /ras/ < rāst /rast/ right 2. consonant "d" in group "rd , zd , nd": ārbiz /arbīz/ < ārdbiz /ardbīz/ sieve bolan /blaen/ < boland /blaend/ high moz /mz/ < mozd /mzd/ wage ruxuna /rkhnə/ < rudxune /rdkhnə/ river 3. consonant "m, n" in group "sm, ns": čiš < češm < čašm eye All the consonants of Bayzai dialect can occur at the beginning, in the middle or at the end of a syllable, except "h" which can be omitted from the end of the syllable, e.g. "feqh" (Islamic jurisprudence) which is pronounced "feq" and "čāh" (well)-čā, "rāh" (way, road) -rā , "māh" (moon) -mā , "ruh" (soul , spirit) -ru. b) Vowel distribution: All the vowels of Bayzai dialect can occur at the beginning, in the middle or at the end of a syllable. 1-3-1-Phonetactics and Syllable construction In Bayzai dialect, like standard Farsi, no word has consonant cluster. In the beginning position many words of this dialect have 2-consonant cluster in the beginning or middle position, but 3-consonant clusters are not common in this dialect. For example, the word "tambar" [postage stamp] is pronounced so in Persian, but "tambar" in Bayzai dialect Different kinds of syllables in this dialect are: cv , cvc , cvcc , like: pā (foot) , pir (old), pors (ask).
B. Word Formation (Morphology)
2.1. Male and female: In this dialect, there is no gender distinction for nouns. But according to the farm husbandry nature of the region, there are different names for different kinds of male and female animals. For example for different kinds of "cow", the following words there exit.
Male  jonga /dngə/, varzow /vaerz/, toxmi /tkhmī/
